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Lord of the flies ch 1-5 quiz

Home Flashcards Create Flashcards Essays Essay Topics Writing Tool Related Essays Lord Of The Flies Civilization Vs Savagery Quotes First, at the beginning of the novel Jack begins to get a feel for being in the wild. For example, Jack, Ralph, and Simon explore the island in an attempt to... Symbolism Of Savagery And Civilization In Lord Of The
Flies The severed pig’s head which represents the tempting devil residing in humans, is the most compelling symbol in Lord of the Flies. This figure gives the nove... What Is Piggy's Glasses Symbolize In Lord Of The Flies Jack becomes conscious this when his tribe needs a way to cook their food, forcing them to raid the huts and steal Piggy’s glasses
(Golding 167-168). Howeve... Imagery And Symbolism In The Lottery, By Shirley Jackson In the short story, “The Lottery”, Shirley Jackson uses imagery and symbolism to show that evil can be present in the most innocent environment, resulting i... Lord Of The Flies Analysis Why things are what they are?”. “The lord of the flies” describes to Simon
that he is a part of him, which means that there is evil in Simon. “The lord of th... Biblical Allusions In Lord Of The Flies Analysis “He casteth out devils through Beelzebub the chief of the devils. (King James Version 2193)” The boar head on the stick represents the metaphorical prince of... Theme Of Social Criticism In The Adventures Of Huckleberry
Finn Through Tom Sawyer and multiple mobs, Twain lastly comments on the danger of not making one’s own decisions by juxtaposing the independent Huck with ridiculo... Lord Of The Flies: Savagery Vs Civilization The biggest symbol in The Lord of the Flies is the pig’s head, referred to as the Lord of the Flies – to which the novel borrows its
namesake from. The Lord ... The Theme Of Decay In 'Lord Of The Flies' No matter what happens in the world, decay is going to be present, that’s why it’s a universal and there is no book that I find decay more prevalent than the... Lord Of The Flies Moral Disengagement Character Analysis At the feast that Jack prepared for Ralph and piggy’s group
Robert pretends to be a pig and gets brutally attacked by Jack then he suggests to “use a littlun... Who are the protagonists of the novel? What was Ralph's rationale for telling the other boys Piggy's name So the other boys would not call him fat and tease him How does Piggeny mention starting a society? building huts finding food having order
According to Piggy, the only threat to be afraid of The only things to be afraid of were people If Piggy is known for his brains, what is Ralph known for? How did the hunters not fulfill their duty Not killing the pig Not keeping the fire lit Two examples as to why Ralphs says their society is falling apart Boys using bathroom everywhere Hair is growing
making them savages, not civilized What did Samneric think was the beastie What character disliked Castle Rock? Who stayed and watched the little ones while to boys went hunting? I just think you'll get back all right. What Simon told Ralph What is the divider and barrier What does Jack half jokingly mention they should kill instead of the pig How
does Jack try and sway the boys to his side By questioning Ralph's leadership What word replaced the Big'uns? How is Piggy's clear-sightedness stripped? When his glasses were broken and taken away How is Jack's tyranny revealed? Who warns Ralkp that Jack's tribe will be hunting him Who tells Jack Ralph's hiding place? What is ironic about the
fire started by Jack Who symbolizes a religious sensibility? This does not represent civilized society Piggy is best represented by which object? The Little'uns best represent which aspect of society? This does NOT represent eveil in some for in this novel? Statement that best related the author's view on the nature of evil? Piggy asks which is better to
have rules and agree or to hunt and hill? Which events in the book does not illustrate this theme? What is the best interpretation of Jack's inability to kill the pig at the beginning of the novel? The Lord of the Flies talks to who? Ralph can best be represented by: power of science and intellect Lord of the Flies (Devil) order, leadership, civilization
unbridled savagery and evil {"cdnAssetsUrl":"","site_dot_caption":"Cram.com","premium_user":false,"premium_set":false,"payreferer":"clone_set","payreferer_set_title":"Lord of the Flies Cpt. 1-5 test","payreferer_url":"\/flashcards\/copy\/lord-of-the-flies-cpt-1-5-test-319234","isGuest":true,"ga_id":"UA-272909-1","facebook":
{"clientId":"363499237066029","version":"v12.0","language":"en_US"}} 25 Questions | Total Attempts: 64968 At the beginning of the book, a ______ was found that was later used to summon the littluns. Model ship with a noisy sail At the beginning of the novel, Jack appears to be the leader/ruler of _____. What was the first meal that the boys had on
the island? Strange mulberries found in an overgrown bush. Which of the following is one of the rules that Ralph established at the beginning of the novel? Why was this rule made? The only way someone may speak is if they are holding the conch; to establish order. The only people who may start fires are Jack and Simon; to keep from harming the
littluns. The fire is to be kept on the beach and made with Piggy's glasses; The fire should be close by and made orderly so as not to get out of control. No littluns may leave the campfire after 7:00; to protect the littluns and make them feel safe. How many shelters are made in total? Roger kicks over several sand castles and throws rocks at _______.
When Jack and Ralph go to the mountaintop to see the beast, Jack _______. Hides behind a bush until the beast flies into the air and makes a horrible cry Realizes that the beast is nothing more than a casualty of war Which character is the first to be introduced in the novel? _____ tries to speak by grabbing the conch shell right before the conch shell is
destroyed. Which of the following was not killed by (or as a result of) Jack's actions? A sow that was nursing her piglets Why was the severed sow's head (and the title of the book) called the Lord of the Flies? The pig was called this because flies literally swarmed around its head. However, symbolically, it was used to symbolize Satan, whose nickname
is Lord of the Flies. Simon was smelly and attracted flies to himself and to the pig's head, thus garnering the name. The term refers theologically to the angels, who represent the humanity and beauty of the island. The pig represented two of Jack's desires: to murder and to play with bugs. This shows the fulfillment of Jack's longing, and thus, his
happiness. The conch was destroyed with a _________. How was the Lord of the Flies killed? A knife was used to kill it. It was crushed by a rock. A set of twins who speak in nearly perfect unison. A littlun who ends up betraying Jack at the end of the novel. A friend of Simon who is eventually killed by a fire that gets out of control A child who has been
on the island for over twenty-two days without food. Which of the following is a tactic employed by Jack in order to try to kill Ralph? The use of spies that told Jack everything that Ralph planned. The use of camouflage that prevented Ralph from seeing Jack. Jack stalked Ralph during the night when it was hard to see. Jack used fire to try to smoke
Ralph out of his hiding place. Ralph kills him with a vine. Roger kills him with a stone. Jack kills him with a knife. He dies when he and Ralph both try to use the conch shell at once. Which of the following characters frequently shows brute force and wavering loyalty? _____ says that shelters, not fires, are the most important things that need to be
made. All the boys except Jack. In the novel, Ralph most frequently shows _____. The most intelligence of any of the boys on the island. Moral responsibility, common sense, and kindness. The violent, sociopath tendencies of murderers. A hatred of the world for its horrible condition. In the novel, Piggy most frequently shows _____. Vast knowledge,
intelligence, and wisdom. Poor planning, cruelty, and impulsive actions. Anger and short-tempered behavior. Elitist mentality and pompous behavior. How does the boy with the mulberry-colored birthmark die? He is crushed by a rock that is pushed by Roger, which also destroys the conch shell. He suffocates after opening his mouth in water. He is
killed by a fire that gets out of control. While helping Ralph, he falls off Castle Rock. Near the end of the novel, Ralph decides not to sleep by himself in an empty shelter. When he makes this decision, where does he go to sleep? One of the huts that were made. The underwater shelter made from rocks and seaweed. Ralph and Jack both want to fire for
different reasons. Ralph wants fire because _______. It will signal for help and it symbolizes hope. Fire causes smoke, which causes less fumigation of the island. Fire is one of Ralph's secret obsessions. Ralph desires the ability to cook food via the use of fire. What is Simon's nickname for the plants of the forest? Great Expectations Goosebumps
Huckleberry Finn
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